M. LALLY TAKES COUNSEL
the blocking of the roads of communication, and the conse-
quent distressed condition of the army. Advise me, so that I
may achieve success; show me a way so that I may proceed to
find a remedy."
Considering his bad temper all kept silence, deliberating a
suitable reply. But M. Bussy raised his absurd voice to give a
foolish reply to that impossible question.
"In this highly distressed condition, namely, the destruc-
tion of the army and the famous soldiers, the poverty, the
certain failure, spiritlessness, the starvation of the sepoys, and
the appearance of the countenance of destruction, it is fit to
abandon the vain idea of besieging and subjugating the fort
of Chennapattan. On account of various reasons, it is difficult
at present to subdue that single fort. After the subjugation of
the kingdom of the Deccan, which will soon become ours with
a little endeavour, it will not take long for us to subjugate
Chennapattan."
M. Lally replied,
" I am afraid of the connection of Muhammad All in
this affair, for I have seen and measured his sagacity and
courage which is more than I imagined from the description of
M* Dupleix. Again, he is a dear ally of the English, and pos-
sesses a sincere understanding with them. As long as these two
strong enemies are there, they will never allow us to execute our
idea against the Deccan. We shall achieve nothing but disgrace.
It is also certain that under these conditions they will uproot
the fort of Phulcheri—the foundation of mischief,—and then
it will become impossible for us to take possession of it. It is
necessary that we first turn our attention to repel these two
enemies."
Thus after building castles in the air and seeing the weak-
ness of the army, M. Lally loaded during the night in strict
secrecy, all his weighty implements in boats, and sent them to
Phulcheri. In the belief that two towers and one wall on the
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